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Multilateral Trade Negotiations

GROUP 3(a)- REPORT TO THE TRADE NEGOTIATIONS COMMITTEE

Introduction

1. Group 3(a) was established by the Trade Negotiations Cozmittee on 7 February 1974
and instructed to deal with items 1, 5, 6 and 7 of the Prorczme of Work (I.IN/2). For
this purpose, the Group has met three tines, in Harch, 1Mey and July 1974. Notes by
the secretariat on the first two meetings have boon circulated .as documentss 1vN/33A/2 and 3
they c.xre annexoe to the present report.

2. Below are outlined the points of discussion anrd tho conclusions of tho Group
under the various headings of the work prograiamm.

Item l of thoer.o o Wo3Brk-wi;Ei u o d-to td.cole?1tina. the calytical
and statistical documentation with res oct to tariffs assoreblped in the context of the

OPXCZZ.lo of' work adopted dy the CONTRACTING PARTIES in 67 Clndustrial Products,
Chptors 25--52 BTNj.

I,. Gonoral analysis of industrial tariffs andtrade WNT Chcapters :25--99)

3. The Group to update on the basis of 1970 and 1971 data the sta-tistica1
charts and tables contained in documents COlA.IND/IJ/62/Ad'd.J. and COI.IND/W1/91/Addenda 1-3.
This work is presently be-ing coiploetect.

4. It -,as f-urt-her ageOOd that, once the uLpOate y eiTaLrl was avilale, he questiull
could be raisecd of revising the toet of the general a.nalrmysis. The secretariat will
in any ctase updat. tho section of the text that relatos to dovoloping countries.

B. dand trade dlta

5. The secreotaxiat was requested to proceed with the updating of the trade data
in the basic files on the b.sis of 1972 figures; this work could be finished by the
autum of 1974. The Group also agroed that the tariff infor-mation in the basic files
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should be updated to 1 January 1973 for all countries. A nunter, of delegntions
were of the vieo that it was desirable to wodate both the tariff -nd the trade
da,.ta in the basic files for subsequent yecxs on an annual basis.

C. The Generalized Systen of Preferences anC nost-favoured-nation reductions
(COM.IND/W/111 and Add.1)

6. The secreto=iat was instructed to proceed with the tabulztion and sub-
secvuent circulation of a document along the lines described in poi'arxcphs 6 and 7
of CO11.1ND/W/11. It was ameed that the secretariat should talce account of
sOeciLic suggestions by interested delegations for refining and elaborating the
product groups mentioned in the addendur: to this docu~ont. It was also ageed
that the column showing irrxrts under the GSP which were subject to lt;iitations
should be further sZb-divided to show se-ocrately irnjorts subject to tariff quotas
and innorts for which indicative ceilings or surveillance treasures h.d been
established.

7. The Group q,;eecd to add to the tabulations inforr-ation indicating trade
taing vla.ce undor reg,-ional crrcngements to be presented in five colu;:uis showing:

(1) iianorts of riost-favouroc-nation orirgin;

(2) trade within EFT1. or ITi;FTiA;

(3) EFTA-IMC trade;

(4) tade within other free-trade oreas or of other ,referential origin;

(5) inports under (2), (3) md (4) above not covered by the res-ective
ag'eements.

This breakdown would be identical to that adopted in the white books published
in -aoh 1974.

8. E.;ch column would distinguish trade under riost-fcavoured-nation duty free and
uiost-favoured-nation dutiable tariff lines. A. footnote reproducing the seare text
as in the white books Vould indicate that this presentation was adopteC, for
reasons of statistical convenience and shoulCd not be considered to ,rejudge any
interpretation as regards trade between the countries of a free--tr.-Zle area. It
was furtherriore nrceed that this tabulation would not be United to those countries
which were already operating g-leneralized Dreference schernes, but usaild include
all countries p-)tici'ating in the Tawriff Study.

9. Since it wars proposed that these tabulations would cover also :roducts
classified in BET1 chapters 1-24, the Group nr-Weed that Group 3(e) should be
informed of the result of the Ciscussions on this iriatter.
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Dillustrative tabulations (paragraph11 of MTN/3A/1)

10. The Group considered t-hat the agreed tabulations described in
p-aria rph 11(b) (ii) (table shoving for each productt category the main most-
fcavourecd-naction sumpliers to be e:panded to show imports from all ialjor
subie~rl s into each of the eleven markets, distributed by main duty ranges)
should be completed. These tabulations are nou being circulated. The Group
coisi-iC'ered that the tabulations described in ran-r'ch ll(b)(i) aid
11(c) (-i) (ij) arnd (iii) of iiTI1/3411 should be put aside for the time being, on
the un lerstanding that amy delegation woulC, be free to revert to these or other
proposals at a later stage.

E. 1x-her extension of the country coverte of the fTrffStudX

11. This question was left open for the present tire., on the understanding that
goverruients are free to request at any timle to be included in the T-riff Study.

F. The -roblem of ouantitative jimo data to be included in the basic files
of the Tariff Stuid

12. Thc Grou,) a.eed to a proposal that datoa on quantities imported should in
principle be stu) lied on a tariff line level. This information, which is alre-dy
bei.ng supplied by miost of the countries )-aticipating in the Tar-ff Study, would
be su;p-lied on ma.retic tape in order to appear in the basic files, but not to be
published.

13. Sorie delegations, not presently supplying data on ouantities, pointed.to
-)aract.l ;vrobleams involve C but stateC, th.Gt nevertheless they moal d probably be
in a -osition to supply a certa &,ofounQof relevant data in the course of
lG',? (e.though generally at four-digit BTN level).

Item:z 5 of tlhe P mae ofT l:o,!:. Detercnition of the customs tariffs to be
considered for negot-iations base date, base rates fbounc or effectively applied)
tc.O2Ch:Ltcors l.§9 DTIZT)

14. The Groui felt that any decision or the base date/base rate question would
be )p-eiature at the zr sent tie, and that views exmroessed or data submitted in
connexion with the Grcouo's orklc on this task in no wcay prtejudiced the -ositions
govornm-ients miaiht wish to ta.91e at a later sta.!Te.

15. The G:ou- exchcmged views on the date(s) to be selected, the apL)ropriate
tariff xrates for the negotiations, and the relative n:eorits of first cdeterriining
either the base da.te(s) or the blase rates. Sone Cele-ations thought that GhTT
rates oxr, in the absence of GATT rates, statutory rates iould be z;mro7riate for
the nerpotations. So:'le other delegations pointed out that, in view of the
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importance of the issue, it would be necessary first to kmow what the practices
and procedures of participating countries in this respect were, i.e. what were
legal rates, statutory rates, etc.

16. The Group agreed to a proposal to establish a tariff ratg information file
on the basis of submissions by g-overnments of detailed information on their
various tariff rates on selected dates such as GLTT rates, nost-favoured-nation
rates -apDplied to GiTT counties in the absence of other legislation,
e.g. temporary duty changes, ost-favourcd.:tion rates actually assessed from
GATT countries, and effectively applied rates under the GSP. 11. target date of
1 October 1974 for submission of this data. was proposed Cond delegationswhile
for technical reasons not committL. themselves fully, agreed to work towards
this 'ate. This tariff information should be accompanied by an explanatory
note describing the country's tariff system with a view to Cifferentiating and
explaining the differences in the various categories of rates recorded.

17. With regard to the information. on nost-favoured-nation rates actually assessed
frog GATT countries, one delegation stated that as these rates were subject to
frequent changes, the submission of detailed information would impose a heavy
burden on the authorities of especially smafler countries. It therefore might be
difficult for these countries to submit the information on tariff rates as detailed
as mentioned in paragraph16.

18. It was understood that to the extent that it is possible for governments to
do so' the information would be supplied to the secretariat on iaagetic tapes.

19. The Group greed that information on tariff rates should be given for
1 January or 1 April 1972, 1 January 1973 and 1 January 1974, on the understanding
that countries which would have special problems with the figures for any particular
year would indicate this in their submissions. A proposal was r.ade that the file
would be updated at regular intervals. Some delegations said that they could not
associate themselves with this proposal. It was agreed that this question would
be reverted to at a later stage.

20. The Group also discussed proposals to include additional information in the
submissions, e.g. nonn-.most-fanvoured-n-ation rates, iLport charges other than
normal duties an. surcharges, and variable levies. It was agreed that these ques-
tions would be reverted to at % later stage. With regard to ad valorem equivalents
of specific rates and specific components of col-.ound rates, it was agreed that
countries uould Provide such equivalents as they were in a position to do, along
with explanations of how these had been calculated. The need to arrive at a
cozrion basis for such data for comparison purposes could be reviewed later, keeping
in mind the technical difficulties involved in the calculation of ad volorem.
equivalents.
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21. The Group agreed that countries with tariff nomenclatures different from the
BTN should as far as possible indicate in their submissions the concordance estab-
lished by then between each heading in their tariff and the four-digit BTN heading.
It was understood that for many tariff items this would be a very complicated
undertaking for some countries. However, it should at least be possible to do so
to the extent done for the purposes of the Tariff Study.

22. The Group agreed to inform Group 3(e) of its decision to establish the
tariff rate information file.

Itema 6 of' the Proarame of Work: Determination of the base-,ar or years for the
collection of statistics to be used in the negotiation -Cha ters 1-2 BTN)

23. It was generally agreed that it would be extremely difficult to select one
year or even a series of years as a represeitative period because of the distor-
tions in trade in recent years resulting from monetary fluctuations and the sub-
stantial changes in the prices of raw materials and energy imports. There was a
need for flexibility in this question. In the view of many delegations, statistics
for several past years as well as the most recent data should be available for
use in the negotiations. Some preliminary discussion took place on the question
of a three-year period - for instance 1970-1972 - being needed for the determination.
of principal and substantial suppliers.

Itera 7 of the Proframe of Work: Determination of the unit of account to be
used in the neaotiation(Chapters 1-99 BTN)

24. Delegations generally agreed that for the iionent the relevance of the matter
pertained to the compilation of statistical data for the negotiations. The
opinion was expressed that a corraon reference unit would eventually be needed to
cor.maz-e trade statistics of participants both between different countries and over
a period anC, where necessary, to evaluate the reciprocity of concessions. A
large number of delegations expressed the view that for the time being the current
practice of other international organizations of using prevailing rates of the
United States dollar as a reference unit for foreign trade data should be followed..

25. The Group examined the prcblera of methods for conversion offdata in. ternts oP
national currencies into a reference unit, conversion on the basis of par values
communicated to the International monetary Fund, conversion on the basis of
central rates and conversion at the daily rates in accordance with modalities
that would have to be determined. As to the basis for conversion of national
currencies into the unit chosen, it was maintained that conversions on the basis
of prevailing Market rates for the t-ime periods in question would provide the
least distorted picture of actual trade flows. It was also considered that it
was not necessary at this tire to take any Cecision in this natter. as factual
experience would be a better guide to a future choice of a reference unit to
express trade on a common basis.
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GROUP 3(a)-MELTINGOF MARCH 1974

Noteby theScretariat

1. Grou 3(a), established by the Trade Negotiations Committee on 7 Febrary 1974,
ret from 11 to 14 march 1974. It had before it a note by the secretariat -
Consideration of Tecluiical work to be Uncertaken (MTN/3A/1).

Workunder w1Udler tem 1 of inoument iDTN/ 2

,. General analysis on itdvstral tarifsan N a 39.-21

2. There was general consensus in the Groun or, the need.cend desirability of updating
the statistical charts and tables containec. in documents COi1.INi)/W/62/A.dd.l and
CO; .IND/W/95/Addendal-3. Somne suao estions were made for further refining and
refonri:1uLtAin1g some of the product categorLes and subcategories. It was agreed that
the Group .ould revert to this matter at ra later date.

3. The Group agreed that, once the updatecd data and charts were available, it would
be open to delegations to revert to the question of revising the text of the general
analysis if thcat were thought necessary. After a brief discussion of the merits of
upciatins the text of that part of the document that relates to developing countries,
it was aC.reea that the secretariat would upctate t..is section o2 the text, takins, into
account, inter information set ouin Adenda. 4 and 8 of document COM.IND/W/9l.

B. UsatinL of tarif and trace data

4. The Group instructe.- the secrctariat to proceed with the updating of the trade
date. in the basic files on the ba-sis of I972 figures. It was expected that this work
could be finished by tJie utui.itr of 1974. The Group would revert to the question of
further upcaatin, on a 1973 basis at a later st.Le. It was understooci that for the
FC, the d wtawoulk be nresented for -'he CcGmmunity of Nine, the distribution of iL-ports
CL the th-ee adherLij, countries should' be outo etc iost or. thl ba3i6 of
concordance.
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5. The Group agreed that the tariff information in the basic files should be
updated to 1 January 1973 for all countries. Some delegations felt that the
updating should proceed on a continuous basis as information became available, it
being noted that Group 3(e) had expressed the wish that with regard to
BTN Ohator 1-24 the tariff rates and their status be shown as of the latest
date possible, preferably 1 .Tanuary 1974. It was agreed to revert to this
question at a later meeting.

C. The Generalized System of Preferences and most-favoured-natioa
reucions [COM. IND/W/111 and Add .1)

6. The Group exchanged views on the possible work that could be undertaken with
regard to the tabulations' proposed for examining the application of the GSP to
trade flows'. It was noted that revisions of the GSP which several countries had
introduced as from 1 January 1974 were currently being recorded in the basic
files of the Tariff Study and that this work was to be completed shortly.1 The
tabulations would then be prepared by the secretariat along the lines described
in paragraphs 6 and 7 of COM.IND/W/lll and Add.l.

7. Some delegatLions were of the view that the thirty product groups in
COM.IND/W/lll and Add.l were too broad, and that there was a need for further
refinements or re-formulations in order to make the categories more meaningful.
It was agreed that, to this end, interested delegations should discuss their
specific suggestions with the secretariat.

8. The same conclusion was reached with regard to the breakdown of information
into the four headings listed in paragraph 6 of document COM.IND/'W/lll and Add.l,
which some delegations said they felt could usefully be modified or elaborated.
Some delegations proposed the establishment of a separate column for trade unLder
regional arrangements. The Group agreed that the preparation of the tabulations
should go for.a:rd on the basis indicated in paragraph 7 of COM.IND/IW/lJl. The
question of establishing a separate column for trade under regional arrangements
shall, however, be discussed at a later meeting.

9C The Group could discuss what further analysis of the relationship of the
GS? to most-favouxed-nation reductioLns could be undertaken, 1n tho light of the
suggestions made at the present meeting, when these tabulations become available.
In the meantime the secretariat would consider the possibilities on an internal
basis.

D. Illustrative tabulations

10. The Group discussed the various illustrative tabulations that had been
considered in the Working Party on the Tariff Study, as set out in paragraph 11
of document IEN/3A/1.

lThis work will also take into account revisions to be introduced, in
conformity with pre-established prograzmes, in the first months of 1974..



MTN/411. The Group considered that t.'s tabulation described in paragraph 1 (b) (iii)
should be cor'Ileted as soon as possible. The tabulation mentioned.at
paragraphi..lb) (ii) should also be completed as work on it had already begun. it
was felt, on tbe other hand, that the tabulations decarbed in paragraph 11(b) (i)
and li(c) (i), (ii, iid )l houal b-, pit amide for `hrl time being on the under-
standing that any delegation woo. be free to revert to these or other proposals
at a later stagg.

Workunderitems5and6ofdocumantMTN/2

12. The Groap decided that it shou.1d proceed to a discussion of items 5 and. 6 at
its next-meeting. Group 3(e) would be informed of the results of the discussion
through the rep rt of the moeti.rig.

13. One delegation presented a working paper (MMIv3A/W/1) on the need for more
complete and Lrecise tariff information in the context of the base date/base rate
question under point 5 of the Work Programue. After a preliminary exchange of
views, it was agreed to discuss this paper at the neit meeting of the Group.

24. c me delegations proposed that agricultural levies should be included in the
tariff information. E group of delegations considered that this matter came
within the competence of Group 3(e), and furthermore that agricultural levies
could not be regarded as customs tariffs.

Work under item 7 -of document IMN2

15, The Group had an initial exchange of views on the question of unit of account
or common reference unit to be used for the presentation of statistical
documentation. The Grouo agreed that it would revert to this point at the next
meeting and that a working docwmuent would be submitted by the EC. It was also
agreed that t. > secretariat would prepare a technical nL Qe on the statistical
practices of various statistical services with respect to the presentation of
trade data in the recent period of unstable exchange rates.

Other uestons

16. One delegation considered that the information on value of trade flows
contained in the basic zil.es of the Teriff Study might not be adequate and
suggested that use might also be made of quantitative data. It was noted that
most of the countries participating in the Tariff Study were already supplying
this information to the secretariat in their annual submissions.
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17. TheGroup that in a n of product categories,the add the addition of
quantity data improve the value of the b irioiuation. It vast ver,
noted that technical problem wouldneed to be dealt withbeforedeciding
on the moot useful preseitationof this data, The Group thaeo a to revart
to this problem at Its next meetg following the informal
take place tndegations and with the a it.

18. The Group agreed that it would, at its Uext g, discus the question of
ezkaBig athe country coverage of the Tariff 8tud,.

19. The Group aroed to start its next Meeting on 14 ay 1974. Item for
consideration at this reeting would include items 5 and 6 of the Work P -
including the proposal in MTN/3A/1, the problem of qu~titativea port data
to be included in the beiia files, item 7 of the Work Programmes and the possihiitY
of further extension of the country coverage of the Tariff Study, and the question
of establishing a separate column for trade undar region al ar s in relate
to the tabulationa described in CM.INDI/W/111.
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ANNEXII

GROUP (3.) - METING OF MAY 1974

Note the Secretariat

1. The Group met on 14-16 May 1974. The items for consideration, set out in
document GATT/AIR/1081, were the fo.Uowing:

A. Determination of the Customs Tariffs to be considered for nations:
Base datQ se at (bound or effectively applied)
ItmJ5 of the ProrqMe of Worl (MTN /2) .

2. In an introductory statement the Chairman gave an account of the procedures that
were followed and the solutions that were found during the Kennedy Round of Tariff
Negotiations. He went on to say that the determination of base rate and base date
had not been uniform among the so-called "linear" countries. Ho concluded that the
differences in dates and treatment of "statutory" and "applied" rates did not at the
time seem to have caused any serious difficulties; no participating country had
raised objections to the dates or rates notified by other participants. In the
view of some delegations, however, for the current multilateral negotiations it would
be desirable to try to arrive at a common definition for the participating countries.

3. There was consensus in the Group that it would be premature at the present stage
to take any decision as to the base date/base rate to be selected for the negotiation
and that the discussion in no way prejudiced the positions governments might wish to
take at a future date. Rather, the exchange of views would servo as a background
that would be of assistance when decisions would be taken on the base date/base rate
question. Some delegations were of the view that if possible, a uniform date should
be selected for all participants; only when there were very good reasons for not
applying the agreed date should a different date be allowed. 1 January 1972 was
mentioned as a suitable uniform date thus excluding any date prior to tho date of
the last tariff cuts under the Kennody Round; allowance had nevertheless to be mad&
for later changes, if any. Other delegations said that the discussion on the base
date question would be facilitated by first discussing the problem of base rates.
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4. On the base rate question, some delegations thought that statutory rats
and/or GATT rates would be the appropriate rates for the negotiation. Some
delegations pointed out that, in view of the importance of the issue, it would
be necessary first to know what ther practices and procedures of participating
countries in this respect were, i.eu what were logal rates,, statutory rates etc.
To this end, an explanatory note describing individual practices would be very
useful. This note could serve as an introduction to the national "files"
proposed earlier by the Unitod States delegation.

5. Some delegations elaborating on their proposal mentioned in paragraph 4 above,
said that, in view of tho fact that practices and definitions of the various kinds
of rates in question often varied considerably from country to country partici-
pating countries should submit ax; explanatory note along with the information
outlined in the United Statos proposal. This not< should explain in some detail
thc constitutional and legal practices followed in defining and determining tho
various tariff rates and their application, suspension etc., so that a better
understanding of thq meanings given to the basic concepts in different countries
could be obtained. This suggestion was generally welcomed by the Group.

6. The discussion then proceeded on the basis of two working papers presented
by the United States delegation (documents MTN/3V/W/1 and 6). The essence of
the United States proposal was that a tariff data bank should be established on
the 'oasis of submissions by governments of detailed information on their various
tariff rates, such as "statutory" most-favoured-nation rates, GATT rates, and
applied most-favoured-nation rates. Information would also be sought on ad valorem
equivalents of specific rates and specific components of compound rates. The
information should preferably be in the form of magnetic tapes. They should be
based on ratcs as of 1 January 1974, and should be updated on a continuous basis.
among other things, these data would facilitate the consideration of the base
dato/baso rate question.

7. Some delegations said that, with regard to the date for submission of data,
thoy considered that it would be more useful to have a number of reference dates -
e.g. 1 January or 1 April 1972, 1 January 1973 and 1974 - as this would give a
clearer picture of the dcvclopment of the tariff situation after the implementation
of the Kennody Round tariff cuts. Other delegations said that the data submitted
should be as of the date of submission of the data to the secretariat, and
expressed the hope that one could later move on to a common date base. In their
view it was of considerable importance to keep the "file" up to date on a
continuing basis.
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8. Some delegations representing developing countries proposed that in addition
to the three columns proposed by the United States, a column should be added
showing, for developed countries, the effectively applied rates under the
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). The Group agreed that this would be a
useful addition, some delegations however pointed out that in their view it
was clear that the rates applied under the GSP could not be considered a subject
of the multilateral trade negotiations.

9. One delegation was of the view that a column should also be added showing
non-m.f.n. rates. Another delegation said that such rates were not relevant to
the negotiations; this country's position on the question could nevertheless be
set out in the explanatory note if this were to be found desirable.

10. Some delegations said that the file should show import charges other than
normal duties such ae surcharges and should also flag with an appropriate symbol
items subject to variable levies. Some other delegations were of the view that
the question of variable levies was a matter to be taken up in Group 3(e).
Some other delegations stated that matters relating to the collection of data of
this type fell within the responsibility of Group 3(a) vith subsequent review by
Group 3(e) of recommendations as they related to apRicultural products.

11. Some delegations emphasized that countries with tariff nomenclatures
different from the BTN should as far as possible indicate in their submissions
the correspondence established by them between each heading in their tariff and
the four-digit BTN heading. Other delegations said that for many tariff items
this would be a. very complicated undertaking, but that technically it would be
possible to do so to the extent done for the purposes of the Tariff Study.

12. Some delegations from developing countries stressed the need for assistance,
to be provided by the secretariat, in the compilation and presentation of the
necessary data. They further stated that the provision of such data as available
should not be interpreted as prejudicing their position concerning procedures
and objectives of the multilateral trade negotiations as far as developing coun-
tries were concerned.

13. It was pointed out by the secretariat that if the date. were supplied in
magnetic tapes, this would raise no technical difficulties. However, if the
data would be submitted in the form of printed tariff lists, the technical work
involved would be so time consuming that it would be difficult to estimate when
the "file" could be ready.
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14. With regard to the proposed inclusion in the Ifiles of ad valorun
equivalents of specific rates and of specific components of compound rates, some
delegations said that this should beaased on the most recent year for which trade
data mere available, and that new eqrILvalents should be submitted as data for
subsequent years became available. v

15. Some delegations said that they mere not convinced of the usefulness of
calculating ad valorem equivalents, particularly because the exact ad valorem
equivalents could not be arrived at for those items where information corres-
ponding to each tariff line was not available. One delegation pointed out that
some ad valorem equivalents had been used for the purposes of the Tariff Study.
Some other delegations said that if ad valorem equivalents were to be calculated,
it would be desirable to have three columns of calculations: one based on global
imports for each tariff item, one based on global imports minus trade under
regional arrangements under Article DXIV, and one based on global imports minus
trade under regional arrangements minus Imports under the GSP.

16. There was widespread support in the Group for the basic proposal., as out-
lined in paragraph 6 above, to establish a tariff data bank, on the understanding
that this did not in any way prejudice governments' positions with regard to the
choice to be made of base date/base rates. The Group agreed to consider the
problem of solving cert.ain outstanding technical details at the next meeting,
looking toward the early submission of the relevant data.

17. The Group requested the secretariat to produce a technical note on methods
in use for the calculation of' ad valorem equivalents.

B. Determination of the base ear-or ears for the collection of statistics to
be used in the negotiation (Chapters BTN) - Item 6 of the Programme o
Work (MTN.2)

18. Some delegations emphasized the need for collecting statistics for the
negotiation for a period of several years in order to obtain as clear a picture
as possible of the trade flovis involved. These delegations stressed that the
data so collected should be as recent as possible and that the year 1972 would be
particularly useful; the years 1970-72 would therefore be a suitable point of
departure. A three-year period wou'd also be needed for the determination of, for
example, principal and substantial suppliers. Nevertheless, these delegations
acknowledged that, in view of the distortions caused in recent years by monetary
instabilities and the substantial change in terms of trade for raw materials and
energy imports, such series w,'ould not necessarily give a correct picture of
present or future trade flo-ws and that they would at any rate have to be used with
great caution.
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19. Some delegations pointed out that any one year or years would be unsatis-
factory for some countries. They were of the view that since over time trade
flows changed, the most recent representative period should be used on a continuous
basis. The GATT dataa bank" being built on the. Tariff Study, should contain
statistics for as many years as practicable. Thus the necessary flexibility of
being able both to go back further than, e.g., to 1972 and to have the benefit of
more recent data, would be ensured. These delegations proposed that statistical
data for years i subsequent to the 1972 data now contained in the GATT data files
should be submitted by participants in the negotiations annually on a timely
basis throughout the period of the negotiations. Annual detailed import data of
the type supplied in the past for the Tariff Study should be provided to the
secretariat as promptly after the end of the year as possible. These delegations
felt that most countries should now be in a position to supply data for 1973
so that the secretariat could move to updating the material currently in the files
as soon as possible.

20. Some delegations said that it might only be possible to determine the base
year or years on a case-by-case basis for individual products. Some delegations
pointed out that a flexible attitude should be taken in this matter and account
should be taken of new developments as they occurred during the negotiation.

21. One delegation said that as for the trade data of the Tariff Study, its
authorities had, for comparison purposes, at the time prepared an informal
concordance between their own tariff and the BTN. The possibility was now being
considered of submitting additional data similar to the ones supplied for the
Tariff Study, but which would not be concorded to the BTN. It was considered that
this would be both necessary and useful, because there was no way to be certain
that the data shown under any particular BUiq position would be precise enough for
negotiation purposes.

C. Te problem of quantitative import data to be included in the basic files of
the Tarifi Study

22. Some delegations elaborating on their proposal made at the last meeting
(MTN/3A/2 paragraphs 16-17) said that the suggested quantitative data on a
tariff line level would not be published, but should only appear in the basic
files and that each country should provide these data on magnetic tape in as
much detail as possible. There was widespread support in the Group for this
proposal.
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23. A group of countries pointed out that for certain products such information
would be most useful in view of, inter alia, the monetary fluctuations of recent
years. There were., however, some practical problems that would have to be
overcome. These delegations informed the Group that quantitative data on their
imports were presently being collected, to the extent that they existed and where
they were comparable, on a four-digit BTE level and in certain cases on a more
detailed level. The 1972 data, where meaningful, would probably be transmitted
to the secretariat in the autumn of 1974.

24. One delegation said that it would be able to supply quantitative data on
approximately 50 per cent of the value of its imports, mainly on agricultural
products and primary industrial materials, compatible with the value data in
the GATT tariff files, and on a four-digit BTN and SIT: basis. Such information
could be made available later this year.

D. Determination of the unit of account to be used in the n otiation
(Chapters 1-99 TN)- Item 7 of the Programme of work -zI4)

25. The Group had before it a note submitted by the 1uropean Communities
(MTN/31VW/3), as well as a technical note by the secretariat on statistical
practices in presenting trade data in periods of exchange rate instability
(MTN/3"/)W/*).

26. The Group had an exchange of views on the relative merits of either
endeavouring to establish a common unit of account, for instance some agreed
version of the SDR, into which normal data could be converted; or to follow
for the time being the current practice of other international organizations of
using prevailing rates of the United States dollar as a reference unit for
foreign trade data. In addition, the Group examined the probbeIa of methods for
converting data in terms of national currency into the reference unit. The three
following possibilities were discussed. conversion on the basis of par values
communicated to the IMF,, conversion on the basis of central rates, and conversion
at the daily rates in accordance with modalities that would have to be determined.

27. Some delegations expressed the view that a common reference unit was
needed, in particular so that the trade statistics of participants in
the negotiations could be compared and so that, where necessary, the
reciprocity of concessions could be evaluated. Having regard to the monetary
fluctuations that had occurred in recent years, no national currency could meet
that heed from 1972 onwards. Although those delegations had not yet adopted a
final position on the matter they emphasized that the problem was deserving
of the Group's attention.



28. Delegations generally agreed that at the present stage the task was limited
to the subject of statistical co pilptions for the negotiations. Some delegations
believed that the question of a unit of reference was not an urgent one.
Conversions on the basis of prevailing market rates for the time periods in
question would, given the inherent imperfections of any possible unit of account,
provide a lcss distorted picture of actual traole flows. These delegations there-
fore felt that it was not necessary at this point to take eny decision in the
matter, and that factual e.,e.-cience should be the gruide to a future choice of a
reference unit to express trade on a common basis. Meanwhle, in the view of
these delegations, it was not necesse.5:y to diverge from current probtice of other
international organizations.

E. Further extension of the country coverage of the tariffstudy

29. Some delegations pointed out that an extension of the country.coverage of the
tariff study was a question of capacity, both of national administrations and of
the secretarat. Some delegations emphasized that the pros.oect of being included
in the tariff study might possibly be useful for these countries in improving their
national methods of collecting trade data and of analyzing their foreign trade.

30. The Group agreed to revert to the question at a later stage, it being under-
stood that governments were free to request to be included in the tariff study.

F. Establishment of a separate column for trade under re-gional ar-rengements
in relation to the tabulations described in CU1i._ IiD/4

31. Several delegations stressed the usefulness of adding a column to the
tabulations that would indicate trade taking place under regional arrangements.
Some delegations said that the information in question was a-1ready available in
the two white books of the tariff study nd that there twas no need toestablish
a separate column. Other delegations pointed out that 4t would nevertheless be
useful to have this in a coapjarable form and expressed the hole that an additional-
column would be incorporated in the study.

32. The secretariat has instructed to proceed with the tabulation and consequent
circulation of a document containing the four agreed columns rand that in the
event of agreement beinnr reached, the additional column would be added later.

G. Future work

33. The Group agreed to start its ne;ft m.ieeting in the first week of July in order
to discuss the question of the-, GroLo' s report to the Trade iNe7otiations Committee.
It was agreed that the secretariat would circulate c draft rev.ort of the Group in
advance of the meeting, which would serve as a basis for discussion. It was also
apreed that for the report not to be too long, thonotesby the secretariat on the
previous meetings of the Group should be annexed to the draft report.
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